We developed the KimLabIDV package (IDV) to facilitate fast and interactive RNA-Seq data analysis and visualization. IDV supports routine analysis including differential expression analysis, correlation analysis, dimension reduction, clustering and classification. With the graphical user interface IDV provides, users can easily obtain statistical test results and publication-quality graphs with their data. IDV further supports program state saving and report generation, so that all analysis can be saved, shared and reproduced. Availability and implementation: IDV is implemented in R and is distributed as an R package. It is developed based on the Shiny framework, multiple R packages and a collection of scripts written by members of Junhyong Kim's Lab at University of Pennsylvania. IDV supports any system that has R and a modern web browser installed. It can be downloaded from Kim Lab Software Repository
Introduction
Next generation sequencing brought digital gene counts and present them as high-dimensional expression matrixes for downstream analysis. Various statistical packages have been developed for the analysis of count-based gene expression data, including DESeq (Anders and Huber 2010) , edgeR (McCarthy, Chen et al. 2012) , SCDE (Kharchenko, Silberstein et al. 2014 ) and monocle (Trapnell, Cacchiarelli et al. 2014 ). These packages are written in R and expect a significant understanding of R programming language of the user. Unfortunately, learning a programming language and associated statistical procedures are often a daunting task, especially for researchers who spend most of the time working in the wet lab. On the other hand, these researchers often have first-hand knowledge about the data, and it would be very helpful if they can conveniently visualize the outcome and assess the experiment. One solution would be to build a user-friendly interface for current RNA-Seq data analysis packages and scripts, while also providing the user the power of data filtering, transformation and parameter setting.
The Shiny package elegantly bridges the gap between R and JavaScript-based web applications (Chang, Cheng et al. 2015) . It translates user-end commands such as pressing buttons and entering parameters into R interpretable reactive data objects, and present R computed results as dynamic web contents. In addition, multiple interactive graphics packages such as networkD3 (Gandrud, Allaire et al. 2015) and ggvis (Chang and Wickham 2015) have been developed in recent years, which leverages the power of JavaScript libraries such as d3.js and brought interactivity to R-based data visualization.
The KimLabIDV package (IDV) we present here builds upon the above mentioned techniques and R packages. It also harbors scripts written by our lab members to facilitate routine RNA-Seq data analyses. With a few button clicks, users can navigate through various analysis modules and obtain high-quality graphs and tabulated analysis results.
Description
Current IDV workflow is specifically designed for count based gene expression data produced by tools such as HTSeq (Anders, Pyl et al. 2014 ) and featureCounts (Liao, Smyth et al. 2014) . A counts matrix or data folder can be directly uploaded into IDV and optionally normalized by DESeq (Fig. 1) . The uploaded data can be further transformed and filtered, based on various criteria such as minimum expression level or a marker gene list. Users can also upload the experiment design information such as groups and batches, which can be visualized as distinctive color points/sidebars and be used for analysis such as differential expression (DE). One useful feature of IDV is that it provides users multiple visualization options by exploiting the power of various plotting packages. For example, users have the choice of visualizing gene heatmaps using either the heatmap.2 function in the gplots package (Warnes, Bolker et al. 2015) , which produce publication-quality graphs, or the d3heatmap package (Cheng and Galili 2015) , which allows users to zoom in on the heatmap and thus is more suitable for exploratory data analysis. Users can generate analysis reports in IDV by simply choosing from a list of analysis modules. The last state of selected analysis modules will be captured and be converted to R-markdown codes (Allaire, Cheng et al. 2016) , which in turn produce dynamic reports or presentations. IDV states are automatically saved in cases of browser refresh, crash or user exit, and can also be manually exported, shared and loaded. Thus, all analysis performed in IDV are fully reproducible.
Summary
IDV is an extensive R-based GUI for the visualization and analysis of RNA-Seq data. It builds upon various statistical packages and data visualization techniques, and provides non-programmers a convenient way to explore their data and perform reproducible research. Fig. 1 . KimLabIDV file input and system control panel. IDV supports input of data folder, count matrix and IDV states. It allows the user to filter or subset the data based on various criteria. Group/batch information can be uploaded in the "design info" section for differential expression analysis. Through the left side panel users can navigate through various analysis modules, including summary statistics, differential expression (DE) analysis, clustering, correlation analysis, heatmap, dimension reduction and classification. The top right corner contains a dropdown menu for system control, where users can save and load the program state, launch additional sessions and generate analysis reports.
